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Case Report

Ogilvie syndrome following Caesarean section:
a case report
Linus Lin Tai LEE MBBS
Dorothy Yuet Tao NG MBBS MRCOG FHKAM (O&G)
Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital,
Hong Kong
A 31-year-old woman with a previous Caesarean section developed distended abdomen 1 day after a repeat
Caesarean section. Radiological images showed dilated large bowel with suspicious transition point posterior to the
uterus, but without mechanical cause for the obstruction. Colonoscopy showed no stricture or tumour or extrinsic
compression, and a diagnosis of acute colonic pseudoobstruction (Ogilvie syndrome) was made. Endoscopic
decompression using a flatus tube was successful.
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Case presentation

In January 2018, a 31-year-old woman with a
previous Caesarean section underwent an elective lower
segment Caesarean section under spinal anaesthesia at 38
weeks of twin pregnancy. There was no complication and
the estimated blood loss was 200 mL.
At postoperative day 1, the patient had nausea and
vomiting. On physical examination, distended abdomen
and hyperactive bowel sounds were noted, with no bowel
opening. Abdominal radiograph showed dilated large
bowel but no rectal gas (Figure a). Large bowel obstruction1
was suspected, and contrast computed tomography of the
abdomen and pelvis was performed to exclude intestinal
obstruction or bowel injury, with a nasogastric tube inserted.
Computed tomography confirmed dilated large bowel of up
to 6.2 cm at the transverse colon (Figure b), with suspicious
transition point at the sigmoid colon posterior to uterus
but no stricture or tumour or extrinsic tumour. In view
of intestinal obstruction of unknown cause, emergency
colonoscopy was performed by a surgeon to identify
any mechanical or extrinsic causes of obstruction such
as compression by the postpartum uterus. Colonoscopy
showed dilated large bowel from caecum with rectum
but no stricture or tumour or extrinsic compression. The
diagnosis of acute pseudo-obstruction was made, and a
flatus tube was inserted for decompression.
At postoperative day 2, distention decreased and
nasogastric tube yielded minimal output. Radiographs
showed reduced bowel distention, and the flatus tube was
removed on day 3. Diet was resumed on day 4, and the
patient was discharged on day 5.

Discussion

Acute colonic pseudo-obstruction (Ogilvie
syndrome), characterised by massive dilatation of the
colon in the absence of mechanical obstruction, is rare
and potentially life-threatening. It often presents with
abdominal distention and pain, and is associated with
major surgeries, trauma, infection, and sepsis. Up to 5% of
cases are associated with Caesarean section or pregnancy2,
with a reported incidence of up to 1 in 1500 deliveries3.
Between 2002 and 2016, 66 postpartum cases were
reported globally, and 28 (43%) of which resulted in bowel
perforation or impending ischemic perforation4. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first confirmed postpartum
case in Hong Kong5.
The precise mechanism by which colonic dilatation
occurs remains unknown, and the goal of management is to
decompress the colon to minimize the risk of perforation
and ischemia. Main modalities of decompression include
neostigmine, colonoscopic decompression, percutaneous
decompression, and surgical decompression.
In our patient, a suspected transition point posterior
to the uterus was suggestive of mechanical obstruction.
Emergency colonoscopy was performed by a surgeon
to identify any mechanical or extrinsic obstruction. The
diagnosis of pseudo-obstruction was made endoscopically,
and a flatus tube was inserted for decompression. Medical
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Figure. (a) Radiograph and (b) computed tomography image of the abdomen and pelvis showing dilated large bowel at the
transverse colon, with suspected transition point at the sigmoid colon posterior to uterus.

therapy (neostigmine) was not considered, as mechanical
obstruction was suspected and had to be ruled out6.

radiography are important in early detection.

Ogilvie syndrome should be considered a differential
diagnosis for abdominal pain and distention following
Caesarean section. Physical examination and abdominal
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